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I. INTRODUCTION
This research, funded by NASA grant NAS 1-
19077 and by NASA Space Grant NGT 40046, focuses
on a new neural network scene classification tech-
nique. The task is to identify scene elements in Ad-
vanced Very High Resolution Radiometry (AVHRR)
data from three scene types: polar, desert and smoke
from biomass burning in South America (smoke). The
ultimate goal of this research is to design and imple-
ment a computer system which will identify the clouds
present on a whole-Earth satellite view as a means of
tracking global climate changes. Previous research has
reported results for rule-based systems (Tovinkere et al
1992, 1993) for standard back propagation (Watters et
al. 1993) and for a hierarchical approach (Corwin et al
1994) for polar data. This research uses a hierarchical
neural network with don't care conditions and applies
this technique to complex scenes.
A hierarchical neural network consists of a
switching network and a collection of leaf networks.
The idea of the hierarchical neural network is that it is
a simpler task to classify a certain pattern from a subset
of patterns than it is to classify a pattern from the en-
tire set. Therefore, the first task is to cluster the classes
into groups. The switching, or decision network, per-
forms an initial classification by selecting a leaf net-
work. The leaf networks contain a reduced set of
similar classes, and it is in the various leaf networks
that the actual classification takes place. The grouping
of classes in the various leaf networks is determined by
applying an iterative clustering algorithm. Several
clustering algorithms were investigated, but due to the
size of the data sets, the exhaustive search algorithms
were eliminated. A heuristic approach using a confu-
sion matrix from a lightly trained neural network pro-
vided the basis for the clustering algorithm. Once the
clusters have been identified, the hierarchical network
can be trained. The approach of using don't care nodes
results from the difficulty in generating extremely
complex surfaces in order to separate one class from all
of the others. This approach finds palrs_ise separating
surfaces and forms the more complex separating sur-
face from combinations of simpler surfaces.
This technique both reduces training time and
improves accuracy over the previously reported results.
Accuracies of 97.47%, 95.70%, and 99.05*/, were
achieved for the polar, desert and smoke data sets.
2. THE DATA
The raw satellite data for each of the three
scene types, polar, smoke and desert, was convened
into thirty-eement feature vectors by combining infor-
marion from five satellite channels. The resolution for
each pixel of AVHRR datais 1.1 km at nadir The
first five elements consist of the original readings from
channel 1 (0.56 -0.68 pan), channel 2 (0.72 - 1.1 _m),
channel 3 (3.55 - 3.93 lam), channel 4 (10.3 - 11.3 I_m)
and channel 6 (11.5 - 12.5 ttm). Elements 6 through
15 are channelratiosand elements 16 through 25 are
channel differences.The remaining fiveelements arc
computed by subtractingthe average of the eight
neighboringpixels(foreach ofthe fivechannels)from
thecenterpixcl.
The taskisto classifythe pixclsin the image
as one of 22 previouslydetermined classes. These
classesarelistedinTable I. Obviously,notallclasses
can occur in every scene. For polar scenes, pixels were
identified as belonging to classes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 12,
or 21. For smoke scenes the possible classes are 1, 3,
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class 1
class 2
class 3
class4
water
snow and ice
ice cloud
land
class 5 thin water cloud
class 6 stratus water cloud
class 7 cumulus over water
class 8 textured snow/ice or broken sea ice
class 9 snow covered mountain
classI0
class 11
class 12
class 13
class 14
class 15
class 16
class 17
class 18
class 19
class20
class21
class22
multilayered cloud
smoke over land
water cloud over land
cumulus over land
desert
water cloud over desert
thin water cloud over land
sun,lint water, reflectivity < 11
sun,lint super, reflectivity >= 11
dust over ocean
dustover land
slush
silty water
Table 1 • The Classes
4, 6, 11, 12, 17, and 22. For desert data the classes are
1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, and 20.
The data was divided into training and testing
sets to allow for the use of a supervised learning neural
network training algorithm. Approximately 10% of
the data is selected at random for training and the re-
mainder is used for testing. Specifically, for the polar
data 3,326 vectors were used for training and 28,693
for testing, for the desert data 2,344 were selected for
training and 17,976 for testing and for the smoke data
3,249 were used for training and 29,036 for tesung.
The deviation from precisely 10% is the result of re-
quinng a minimum of 100 vectors from each class
The resulting training vector files were shuffled to en-
sure that the elements are presented to the network in a
random order. This can greatly reduce training ume
and improve training accuracy.
The normalization technique used has a large
impact on training. The best results were obtained by
using :
x_new = (x_original - x_minimum)/x_range
given scene type. Thus, different constants are re-
quired for polar, smoke and desert. It is generally ac-
cepted that the testing data should not be used in any
way in the training process. However, in this situation,
the testing data is more of a validation set. It is a set of
data kept for testing the training of the network but it
is not the ultimate testing data. Scenes with several
million pixels are the true test set. For this reason, we
felt it was justified to use the entire data set in calculat-
ing the normalization constants.
Note also that it is preferable to normalize the
entire data set with the same normalization parameters.
However, due to the large differences in the sizes of
elements, column-wise normalization was necessary.
In some sense, this does lose the information contained
in the relative sizes of the elements but the loss of in-
formation due to inaccuracies caused by working with
very small numbers greatly outweighed this concern.
.
HIERARCHICAL NE_ NETORKS
WITH DON'T CARE CONDITIONS
This technique requires knowledge of both the
minimum value for each component in the vector and
the range of values for that component. The minimum
and range values were computed from the data for a
The hierarchical approach is essentially a di-
vide-and-conquer strategy. The classes are grouped
into clusters and a two stage classification process is
used. The first stage identifies which cluster a vector
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belongs to, and the second stage determines a class
assignment within the cluster. The stage which selects
a cluster is called the switching network. The switch-
ing net used in this research is a standard back propa-
gation network with 30 inputs, 20 hidden nodes and a
number of outputs corresponding to the number of
clusters for a given data set. The learning rate was
kept constant at 0.1 and the momentum rate at 0.5 for
all hierarchical experiments.
Several clustering techniques were applied to
a subset of the data but all proved unacceptably compu-
tationally intensive when used on the full data set. A
heuristic clustering approach was developed which
produced good clusters and required a fraction of the
time needed for the other algorithms. The fundamen-
tal difference is that the clustering is done on the
classes rather than on individual vectors. The tech-
nique is to train a back propagation network for 50
iterations and generate a confusion matrix. The proc-
ess of assigning clusters is then done as follows :
1. Find all classes which have no "conflicts"
and put them into a holding area. A class is
considered to have no conflicts ff no entry in
the confusion matrix is greater than 10% for
that class. This indicates that the class is eas-
ily separated from the other classes and can go
into any cluster.
2. For each of the remaining classes, identify
the entries in the confusion matrix which are
greater than 10% and place all of these classes
into the same cluster. Repeat this process
until all classes are assigned to a cluster.
3.Balancethedustersby puttingin classes
fromtheholdingarea,or,ifnoneareneeded,
theholdingareabecomesitsown cluster.
The secondstepinthenetworkclassification
istochoosea classfrom among thoseinthecluster
selected.The networkusedforthistask,calledtheleaf
network,isa backpropagationetworkmodifiedto
incorporatedon'tcareconditions(Logaretal 1994).
Althoughthenumber of inputand hiddennodeswas
keptthesameasintheswitchingnetwork,thenumber
of outputnodes is dependentupon the number of
classesina cluster.Ifn isthenumberofclassesina
cluster,thesizeoftheoutputpatternfora don'tcare
networkisn*(n-l)/2,thenumberofpairwisecombina-
tionsoftheclasses.The don'tcarenetworkthenbuilds
thecompleteseparatingsurfacefroma combinationof
thesepairwiscseparators.Sincethepairwiseseparating-
surfacesare easierto construct,trainingtimeisre-
duced.
One oftheinterestingfeaturesofa don'tcare
algorithmistheabilitytoreturna valuewhich indi-
catesthatthenetworkoutputdidnotmatch anyofthe
validoutputpattcrns.Forsome applications,itmay be
desirableto simplyindicatethatthe classification
failed.Forthisapplication,failuretoclassifya pixcl
was deemed unacceptable.Thus,thealgorithmwas
modifiedto selecthe "closest"classification.One
techniqueimplementedwas toassumethatan unclas-
siftedpixelwas thesame classastheclosestpixclpre-
viouslyclassified.Thisproducedstreaksintheimage
and provedunacceptable.A betterapproachwas to
computetheEuclideandistancebetweenthenetwork
outputandallvalidoutputpatternsand selecttheclass
correspondingto the validoutputpatternwith the
smallestdistance.
The hierarchicalnetwork,aswellastheback
propagationetworkusedforbaselinedata,incorpo-
ratedweightprojections(Logaretal 1992).Weight
projectionsfita weightedleastsquaresquadraticcurve
tothe trajectoryof each weightin the networkand
projectfutureweightvaluesfrom thetrajectory.The
jumps saveapproximatelyhalfofthetrainingtime.If
a jump isnotadvantageous,as determinedby in in-
creaseinthetrainingerror,itisundoneand training
proceedsfromthatpointas itwouldhavewithoutthe
jump. The weightingreferstogivingpointslaterin
thetrajectorymore weightindeterminingthefitofthe
curve.Thisadditionimprovedthenumber ofjumps
thatwere keptduringa trainingrun and allowedfor
largerjumps tobemade.
4. RESULTS
Experiments were conducted using both back
propagation networks and hierarchical networks with
don't care conditions. The results, summarized in Ta-
bles 2 and 3, show that considerable gains in accuracy
were achieved using the hierarchical scheme. The
increase in accuracy can be attributed to two features of
this topology. First, the number of classes in each
cluster and in the switching network is significantly
smaller than for a single monolithic back propagation
network, thereby simplifying the classification task an
improving performance. In addition, since each net-
work is small, training time is also reduced. In fact, all
of the leaf networks and the switching network can be
trained independently, and thus in parallel, for signifi-
cant reductions in training time.
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Training
92.26
Smoke
Testing
89.26
Overall
Polar 89.58
Desert 81.96 83.35 83.21 90.01
97.72 96.71 96.81 98.97
Collapsed
92.46
Table 2 : Back Propagation Results
Polar
Desert
Smoke
Training
92.60
93.22
98.69
Testing Overall Collapsed
91.56 94.07 97.47
90.24 92.08 95.70
97.58 98.19 99.05
Table 3 : Hierarchical Network
with Don't Care Conditions Results
The second source of improvement is from the
don't care nodes. The separating an'face is a composi-
tion of pairwise separating surfaces which can be found
with greater accuracy than can a single separating
surface which must distinguish one class from all oth-
ers. Again, that simplicity leads to a reduction in
training time. A disadvantage to the don't care tech-
nique, however, is the increased storage requirements.
As stated previously, the number of output nodes re-
quired to represent n classes is n * (n-l)/2. This in-
creases the number of weights into the hidden layer
from n'm, where m is the number of hidden nodes, to
n*m*(n-1)/2. This disadvantage is mitigated by the
small leaf and switching network sizes.
The tables present four values for each of the
three scene types. The training number indicates the
accuracy achieved by the network at the cessation of
training. The testing data is achieved by presenting
the previously unseen data to the trained network. The
overall number is the result of presenting the entire
data set to the trained network. Since the major focus
of the project is to distinguish between cloud and non-
cloud scene elements, it was determined that several
similar classes could be combined into a single class.
The collapsed number is the result of treating thin wa-
ter cloud, stratus water cloud, water cloud over land
and water cloud over desert as a single class and by
treating snow/ice and textured snow and ice and bro-
ken sea ice as a single class. The networks were
trained assuming all classes to be unique, but the col-
lapsed network accuracy was computed by treating a
misclassification as correct if it was misclassified
within its group. For example, a broken sea ice vector
classified as snow/ice would be considered correct
since these classes are collapsed. Separating the
classes for training reduced training time and im-
proved classification accuracy.
The standard back propagation networks all
contained 30 input nodes corresponding to the size of
the input vector as described above. Each network had
a single hidden layer with 20 nodes. Not all classes
can occur in every scene, thus, the number of output
nodes depended upon the type of scene being analyzed.
The number of output nodes for polar, desert and
smoke are 9, 12, and 8 respectively. The learning rate
was kept constant at 0.1 and the momentum rate at 0.5
for all back propagation experiments.
In all scenes, the back propagation network
mistakenly classifies land, sunglint and water as cloud.
The result is to exaggerate the amount of cloudiness in
each scene. The hierarchical network gives a much
more accurate representation of the scene. Both net-
works have difficulty in transition areas, especially the
transitions between cloud and water. In these areas,
land or sunglint appears at the transition in the smoke
and desert scenes. In the polar scenes, slush and tex-
tured snow and ice appear in the transition areas.
Sunglint was difficult to identify in transition areas as
well. In the transition between sunglint and water,
pixels were mistakenly classified as cloud or dust over
land. However, the number of sunglint samples was
small and the problem may be corrected when addi-
tional samples become available.
5. CONCLUSION
The hierarchical network approach described
here is an effective tool for complicated scene classifi-
cation. Future research in this area will center on fea-
ture selection and clustering, since these areas provided
the greatest challenge. In addition, a network is being
built which will use a variable number of inputs at each
stage to refine the classification process. Using differ-
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ent vector elements for the switching network and the
leaf networks may increase classification accuracy.
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